NASCAR rumbles into town

NASCAR is the fastest growing spectator sport in America today, 100,000 to 250,000 plus spectators attend each Nextel event. Team work and thoroughness are essential, since a small mechanical slipup can send an 800 horsepower race car and the driver into a peerless situation. NASCAR and its drivers know about the importance of teamwork.

Ward Burton, a renowned NASCAR driver has run many successful races. He won the coveted Daytona 500 in the Caterpillar Dodge, and currently rides the number “0”, Net Zero Chevy Monte Carlo. Like many drivers and team owners, Ward has a passion for the outdoors and has established a nonprofit conservation organization called, “The Ward Burton Wildlife Foundation”, www.twbwf.org, located in Halifax, Virginia.


The friendships and associations foraged in these events help set the stage for the future and we feel there is a lot of potential within the good people of NASCAR.

As a memento of the event, Ward sent an autographed hat and picture to the high school and its students. Wards intention is to help remind all of us about the importance of teamwork, service to others, and the value of our nation’s natural resources. With aggressive foundation development plans on deck for the future, the need for qualified employees will certainly be forthcoming! A career in the field of conservation?? It’s a thought.

Ward Burton, NASCAR driver, is pictured with his son Jeb Burton and A.J. and Jordan, U.S.A. kids in a recent hunt.